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Disyllabic verb-noun (V-N) items in Shanghai Wu have variable surface tone patterns: They
can undergo either a rightward extension tone sandhi, which extends the lexical tone of the
first syllable over the entire word, or tonal reduction on the first syllable. The current study
investigates how the phonological properties of these alternation processes as well as variation
influence how Shanghai speakers represent and access such words. We conducted an auditoryauditory priming lexical decision experiment on Shanghai V-N items that can undergo either tonal
extension or tonal reduction with native Shanghai speakers. Each disyllabic target was preceded
by monosyllabic primes with the canonical tone, the tonal-extension tone, the surface tone, or
a tone unrelated to the tone of the first syllable of the targets. Results showed both canonical
and tonal-extension priming effects, but no surface priming effect. Moreover, although more
familiar V-Ns were recognized with shorter reaction time, the priming effect did not interact with
speakers’ familiarity ratings or sandhi preference ratings of the targets. These data are consistent
with the interpretation that both the canonical and tonal-extension forms are represented in
Shanghai speakers’ mental lexicon due to tone sandhi variation, but the representation does
not seem to be modulated by the frequencies of the variants. Also, together with findings from
auditory priming studies of other tone sandhi patterns, the current study suggests that certain
phonological properties of an alternation, such as its locality and transparency, influence the
representation of words undergoing the alternation; but whether the alternation is structurepreserving does not seem to impact the representation.
Keywords: Priming; spoken word recognition; tone sandhi; phonological variation; Shanghai Wu

1. Introduction

Variation in phonological patterns has received increasingly close attention from both
modern phonological theories and models of spoken word recognition. Variation patterns
in American English t/d-deletion (Coetzee, 2004; Guy, 1994; Labov, 1989), English schwa
deletion (Patterson, LoCasto, & Connine, 2003), forms of reduplication in Ilokano (Coetzee,
2006; Boersma & Hayes, 2001; Hayes & Abad, 1989), and Japanese geminate devoicing
(Coetzee & Kawahara, 2012), for instance, have been investigated both empirically and
formally in the phonology literature. Of particular interest here is how listeners process
phonological variability during word recognition (e.g., Connine, 1994, 2004; Connine,
Ranbom, & Patterson, 2008; Deelman & Connine, 2001; Johnson, 2004; Luce, MacLennan,
& Charles-Luce, 2001; MacLennan, Luce, & Charles-Luce, 2003; Sumner & Samuel, 2005).
Most of the findings so far, however, have come from segmental processes that can also
be characterized as reduction. We complement this line of research by investigating a
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morpho-syntactically conditioned variation pattern in tonal alternation (tone sandhi) in
the Shanghai Wu dialect of Chinese.
Shanghai tone sandhi has been reported to have two different patterns—tonal extension
or tonal reduction—depending on the properties of syntactic structure, semantic
transparency, and usage frequency: Some lexical items can only undergo tonal extension,
some can only undergo tonal reduction, and some can have both forms (Xu, Tang, &
Qian, 1981, 1982; Yan, 2018). Not only will the phonological alternation, in this case,
tone sandhi, lead to a mismatch between surface and stored representations (Chien,
Sereno, & Zhang, 2016; Nixon, Chen, & Schiller, 2015), but the variation pattern may
also make the recognition process more challenging. The question we address in this
study is how listeners decode the variable acoustic sandhi forms and map them onto the
stored representation during spoken word recognition. We address this question using an
auditory-auditory priming lexical decision paradigm.
1.1 Tone sandhi in Shanghai Wu

Shanghai Wu belongs to the Taihu sub-dialect area of Northern Wu (Fu, Cai, Bao, Fang, Fu,
& Zhengzhang, 1986; Xu & You, 1984). The Shanghai Wu variety under investigation here
is the main dialect spoken in the urban districts of Shanghai. Syllables in Shanghai can
be non-checked (open or sonorant-closed) or checked (closed by a glottal stop [ʔ]), with
tones 53, 24, and 13 occurring on the former and tones 55 and 13 occurring on the latter.1
Shanghai has maintained the historical voicing distinction on the initial consonants, and
this voicing distinction has cooccurrence restrictions with the tones in the language: High
register tones, tones 53, 24, and 55, only occur in syllables beginning with voiceless
consonants (the historical yin tones), and low register tones, tones 13 and 13, only occur
in those starting with voiced ones (the historical yang tones). For the phonetic realization
of this voicing contrast, see Chen (2011), Gao and Hallé (2017), Tian and Kuang (2019),
and Zhang and Yan (2018).
Most of the lexicalized items in Shanghai undergo the rightward tonal extension tone
sandhi (Xu et al., 1981), which extends the tone on the first syllable across an entire
word, as shown on the left side of Table 1. According to Xu et al. (1981), modifiernoun compounds and a portion of the verb-noun, verb-modifier, subject-predicate, and
coordinate compounds can only undergo rightward tonal extension. We refer to these
items as Compound-type items.
Table 1: Shanghai disyllabic tone sandhi (‘X’ refers to any tone in the tonal inventory).
Rightward tonal extension

1
2

Tonal reduction2

σ2 = CV or CVN

σ2 = CVʔ

53-X → 55-31

53-X → 55-22

53-X → 44-X

24-X → 33-44

24-X → 33-44

24-X → 44-X

13-X → 22-44

13-X → 22-44

13-X → 33-X

55-X → 33-44

55-X → 33-44

55-X → 44-X

13-X → 11-13

13-X → 11-33

13-X → 22-X

This article uses Chao’s (1930) system of tone numbers to indicate pitch levels, with ‘1’ as the lowest pitch
and ‘5’ the highest pitch. Tones on checked syllables are underlined.
Xu et al. (1981) described this pattern as a second type of tone sandhi. However, Takahashi (2013) and
Zhang and Meng (2016) both showed that for this type of sandhi, the tones on the first syllable maintained the pitch properties of the canonical tones and claimed that instead of undergoing sandhi, the forms
undergo phonetic contour flattening. Whether it is a phonological process or a phonetic flattening is not the
focus of the current study. We refer to this pattern as ‘tonal reduction’ in this paper.
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Non-lexicalized items undergo tonal reduction, in which the final syllable in the sandhi
domain keeps the canonical tone, while the preceding syllables are reduced to a level tone
as shown on the right side of Table 1. These can be referred to as Phrase-type items, and
some verb-noun and subject-predicate structures fall under this type (Xu et al., 1981).
The majority of verb-noun, verb-modifier, subject-predicate, coordinate, and adverbadjective structures can undergo either rightward tonal extension or tonal reduction. We
refer to these items as the either-Compound-or-Phrase-type. For example, when /tsʰɑ̃24
ku53/ ‘to sing + song’ means ‘to sing’ and is used as a compound, it undergoes rightward
tonal spreading, [tsʰɑ̃33 ku44]; but when it means ‘to sing a particular song’ and is used
as a phrase, it undergoes tonal reduction, [tsʰɑ̃44 ku53].
According to Xu et al. (1981), whether a verb-noun or subject-predicate structure
belongs to the Phrase-type or the either-Compound-or-Phrase-type depends on its lexical
frequency and semantic transparency (the degree of connection between the components).
For example, in Table 2, when the verb /bɑʔ13/ ‘to pull’ is combined with three different
nouns: ‘river,’ ‘grass,’ and ‘tree,’ the sandhi applications are different. The compound
/bɑʔ13 u13/ ‘to pull + river,’ a common, semantically-opaque idiomatic expression, only
undergoes rightward tonal extension, while /bɑʔ13 zɨ13/ ‘to pull + tree,’ a semantically
transparent phrase, undergoes tonal reduction. The phrase /bɑʔ13 tshɔ24/ ‘to pull + grass,’
a phrase with an intermediate degree of semantic connection between the two morphemes,
can either undergo rightward spreading sandhi or tonal reduction.
Some items can belong to both the Compound-type and the either-Compound-or-Phrasetype due to their multiple meanings. For example, when /tsʰɔ24 vɛ13/ ‘to fry + rice’
means ‘fried rice’ as a compound noun, it can only undergo extension sandhi [tsʰɔ33
vɛ44]; when it means ‘to fry rice’ as a verb phrase, it can undergo extension sandhi or
tonal reduction [tsʰɔ44 vɛ13].
Yan (2018) further investigated the factors that influence the variation pattern of
disyllabic tone sandhi in Shanghai. The study reported a goodness rating experiment for
the variant forms with native Shanghai speakers in tandem with semantic transparency
and subjective frequency ratings from the same speakers. The results showed that the
preference for disyllabic tone sandhi application in Shanghai was primarily determined
by syntactic structure. Speakers preferred rightward tonal extension for modifier-noun
(M-N) compounds and tonal reduction for verb-noun (V-N) items. Semantic transparency
had no effect on sandhi preference for M-Ns, but did have an influence for V-Ns, in that
speakers preferred the tonal extension form for more semantically-opaque V-Ns. More
interestingly, the nature of the frequency effect on sandhi preference interacted with
syntactic structure. Participants preferred the tonal extension form for more frequent
M-Ns, but the reduction form for more frequent V-Ns. Yan’s interpretation was that M-Ns
are words in Shanghai, and the extension sandhi, which reduces the number of underlying
tones, applies more readily to higher frequency items, comparable to the relation between
Table 2: The variable application of rightward tonal extension in Shanghai.
Examples

Rightward tonal extension

/bɑʔ13 u13/ ‘tug of war’

[bɑʔ11 u13]

Tonal reduction

to pull + river
/bɑʔ13 tshɔ24/ ‘to weed’

[bɑʔ11 tshɔ13]

[bɑʔ22 tshɔ24]

to pull + grass
/bɑʔ13 zɨ13/ ‘to pull out a tree’
to pull + tree

[bɑʔ22 zɨ13]
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word frequency and phonological reduction processes attested elsewhere (e.g., vowel
deletion in English (Hooper, 1976), t/d deletion in English (Coetzee & Kawahara, 2012),
and geminate devoicing in Japanese (Coetzee & Kawahara, 2012). V-N items, on the other
hand, are phrases and there is a paradigmatic correspondence between the tone on the
verb of V-N and the tone of the verb syllable used elsewhere. Given that paradigmatic
leveling towards regularization is more likely to occur in less frequent items (Bybee,
2001), and that the tonal extension form (rather than the tonal reduction form) should be
considered the regular form in Shanghai tone sandhi due to its wider application contexts,
less frequent V-N items are then more likely to undergo the tonal extension form.
1.2 The effects of phonological variation and tone sandhi alternation on spoken word
recognition
Theories of spoken word recognition differ in the degree of abstraction posited in the
mental lexicon. One view is that the mental lexicon contains abstract linguistic features
so that surface acoustic inputs have to be computed before being mapped onto the stored
representations (Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 2002; Marslen-Wilson & Warren, 1994;
Norris, McQueen, & Cutler, 2000). Another view is that the mental lexicon consists of
rich episodic information to which surface acoustic inputs are mapped relatively directly
(Clarke, 2003; Goldinger, 1998; Norris, McQueen, & Cutler, 2003; Pierrehumbert, 2001,
2003). Variant forms resulted from phonological processes provide further challenges for
theories of spoken word recognition.
1.2.1 The effects of phonological variation

Most of the earlier studies mainly focused on variation of phonetic reduction processes
whose application is closely tied to speech register. For instance, regarding word recognition
of variant forms, Deelman and Connine (2001) investigated American English word-final
t/d deletion, due to which a word-final alveolar stop can be articulated with or without
a release burst. In a phoneme monitoring experiment, reaction times to words ending
in voiced or voiceless alveolar stops were measured. The presented words either had a
final release or not. Results showed that, consistent with corpus frequency counts that
59% of the alveolar stops had a release (Crystal & House, 1988), release-bearing tokens
were responded to more quickly than no-release ones. In a study that investigated the
representation of words with variable schwa deletion, Connine et al. (2008) asked listeners
to indicate whether a schwa was present or absent for tokens that were manipulated in
schwa duration. The results showed that words undergoing schwa deletion with a low
rate (below 50%) were judged as schwa-present more often than those undergoing a
high rate (above 50%) of schwa deletion. That is to say, speakers detected a schwa in a
word with a rate that correlated with the frequency of the schwa-present variant in real
speech. The effect of variant frequency on the recognition of phonological variant forms
was found in studies of American English word medial flap (Connine, 2004; Patterson &
Connine, 2001) and nasal flap (Ranbom & Connine, 2004). For example, Ranbom and
Connine (2004) investigated the effect of variable nasal flapping in American English
(e.g., twenty can be realized as either [tʰwɛntɪ] or [tʰwɛnɾ̃ɪ], with the nasal flap occurring
in nearly 82% of the productions of like words based on an analysis of the Switchboard
database) on lexical access and found that words with greater than 50% occurrence of
nasal flaps were responded to faster and more accurately than those with infrequent nasal
flaps in a lexical decision task. Based on these results, Connine and Pinnow (2006) and
Ranbom and Connine (2007) suggested that both forms of a phonological alternation
contribute to lexical access, and frequency of occurrence of the phonological variants
may influence how strongly a particular variant is activated. They argued for a hybrid
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model in which multiple phonological variant forms of a given word may be stored in
the lexical representation. However, Sumner and Samuel (2005) investigated the three
final /t/ variants ([t] versus [ʔt] versus [ʔ]) in American English, and found that all
regular variant forms were equally effective in activating lexical representations in the
short term semantic priming paradigm, but the canonical form (basic [t] form) had a
stronger advantage in the long term. The frequency of a certain phonetic variant seemed
to be irrelevant to immediate activation at the semantic level.
The processing of morpho-syntactically conditioned phonological variation has received
considerably less attention. Under the generative theory of phonology, speech registerbased processes are typically considered to apply in a later component of phonology than
morpho-syntactically conditioned processes (see Coetzee & Pater, 2011). In the current
study, we examine how the variant forms due to the latter type of phonological alternation
are represented and recognized using tone sandhi in Shanghai Wu as a test case.
1.2.2 The effects of tone sandhi alternation

Regarding how lexical items with tonal alternation are stored in the mental lexicon,
Zhou and Marslen-Wilson (1997) proposed three representational views. The surface
representation view states that tone sandhi words are represented based on the surface
form, while the canonical representation view suggests that the tone sandhi words are
represented as the combination of citation forms of their constituent morphemes. The
latter view is more consistent with the assumption of traditional generative phonology
that the surface form of a tone sandhi word is derived from an underlying representation
using a tone sandhi rule (Chen, 1987, 2000; Shih, 1997). The third view, the abstract
representation view, assumes that lexical representations of tone sandhi words are
underspecified—a view that Zhou and Marslen-Wilson (1997) eventually rejected.
Recent psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic studies have used different experimental
tasks to further investigate the tonal representation of words undergoing tone sandhi
in Mandarin Chinese (Chien et al., 2016; Chien, Yang, Fiorentino, & Sereno, 2020),
Tianjin Chinese (Li, 2016), Taiwanese Southern Min (Chien, Sereno, & Zhang, 2017), and
Shanghai Wu (Yan, Chien, & Zhang, 2020). These studies showed that the representation
of the sandhi words accessed in word recognition is affected by a number of phonological
properties of the tone sandhi pattern. These properties include whether the tone sandhi
pattern is local (whether the sandhi tone occurs within a syllable), structure-preserving
(whether the sandhi tone is another isolated tone in the tonal inventory of the language),
and phonologically opaque.3
The most widely studied tone sandhi pattern in this literature is the Mandarin tone 3
sandhi, which turns a tone 3 into tone 2 before another tone 3 (T3 → T2 / __ T3). This
is a local, structure-preserving, and phonologically transparent sandhi in that the tone
sandhi occurs on one syllable, the sandhi tone is a tone in the inventory of Mandarin, and
there is an exceptionless phonotactic generalization that motivates the sandhi (*T3-T3).
This sandhi pattern has been shown to be highly productive in novel words (Zhang & Lai,
2010; Zhang & Peng, 2013). Chien et al. (2016) used an auditory-auditory priming lexical
decision task for T3 sandhi words in Mandarin and found that the underlying tone 3 had
a facilitation effect on the recognition of words undergoing tone 3 sandhi regardless of
word frequency, but the surface tone 2 did not show priming effects. These results suggest
that tone 3 sandhi words in Mandarin are represented in their underlying T3-T3. This
3

A phonological rule P, A → B / C_D, is opaque if the surface structures are any of the following: (a) instance
of A in the C_D environment, or (b) instance of B derived by P in environments other than C_D (Kiparsky,
1973).
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finds further support in an MMN experiment by Chien et al. (2020), which showed that
the presence of T3 sandhi in standards (disyllabic T3-T3 words) affected the occurrence of
MMNs in monosyllabic T2 deviants, indicating that the underlying T3 exerts an influence
in the passive listening of T3 sandhi words.
The cognate of the Mandarin T3 sandhi in Tianjin Chinese, a dialect closely related to
Mandarin, was investigated by Li (2016). Tianjin Chinese also has a four-tone inventory,
with the four tones corresponding to the four tones in Mandarin, but with different acoustic
realizations. The T3 sandhi T3 → T2 / __ T3 applies in Tianjin as well. Using a visual world
paradigm with an auditory word recognition task, Li (2016) found that the underlying
tone (tone 3) of the target words was activated at an earlier stage (200-400 ms), while
the surface tonal contour (tone 2) had a facilitation effect at a later stage (500-700 ms).
Similar to the findings in Mandarin, this result suggests that T3-T3 is at least part of the
representation of words undergoing the local, structure-preserving, and phonologically
transparent tone 3 sandhi, and that this representation is accessed first in spoken word
recognition. But the later activation of tone 2 indicates that the surface representation
may be relevant as well.
The effect of opacity was observed in the comparison between Mandarin tone 3 sandhi
and tone sandhi patterns in Taiwanese Southern Min. Four of five tones in Taiwanese
Southern Min are involved in a circular chain shift in non-phrase-final positions: 51 →
55 → 33 → 21 → 51 / __ X (Cheng, 1968). Although these sandhi patterns are still
local and structure-preserving, they are opaque in that they cannot be motivated by
phonotactic generalizations (e.g., 51 is a legal tone in non-phrase-final positions). Zhang,
Lai, and Sailor (2011) showed that the sandhi patterns in the circular chain shift are
largely unproductive when tested with novel reduplications. Chien et al. (2017) used a
similar auditory-auditory priming lexical decision paradigm to Chien et al. (2016) for
Taiwanese words undergoing the 51 → 55 sandhi and found that the surface tone 55 led
to a significantly stronger facilitation effect on word recognition than the underlying tone
51. These results suggest that, for a phonologically opaque tone sandhi pattern that lacks
phonotactic motivation, the sandhi words are represented with their surface tones.
The tonal extension tone sandhi pattern in Shanghai Wu differs from both Mandarin and
Taiwanese Southern Min tone sandhi in that it is non-local and non-structure-preserving.
This is because the sandhi spreads the tone on the first syllable over multiple syllables in
the word, and the resulting tones on each syllable do not correspond to existing citation
tones in the tonal inventory of Shanghai. The sandhi pattern is transparent, however, as
it can be motivated by the ban on pronounced contour tones on a single syllable (Zhang,
2007; Zhang & Meng, 2016). Yan et al. (2020) examined the Compound-type M-N words
in Shanghai Wu, which obligatorily4 undergo the rightward tonal extension sandhi, using
a similar auditory-auditory priming lexical decision paradigm. They found that, despite
the phonological transparency of the sandhi pattern, canonical tone primes (underlying
tone from the first syllable of disyllabic M-N words) failed to elicit a facilitation effect
for the sandhi words for either younger speakers (infrequent Shanghai users) or older
speakers (frequent Shanghai users), while surface extension tone primes facilitated word
recognition of the tone sandhi words for infrequent users, but not frequent users. They
proposed that due to the non-local nature of the rightward tonal extension pattern,
whereby a legal disyllabic sandhi melody can only be formed by combining two nonexisting surface tones together, the sandhi words should be facilitated (phonetically)
4

Yan (2018) used a sandhi-goodness-rating paradigm, so it was possible for the participants to provide the
rating of ‘I sometimes say it in this way’ for the tonal reduction form for M-N words. However, they consistently rated the tonal extension form as more likely.
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by the surface tone primes, but not by the canonical (underlying) tone primes. For the
lack of surface tone facilitation for the frequent users, their interpretation was that the
phonetic priming effect was canceled out by a lexical competition effect: Since more
frequent users of the Shanghai dialect would have a larger semantic knowledge base,
more words having the same surface forms as the surface primes and the first syllable
of sandhi targets were activated and competed for lexical access, exhibiting a stronger
lexical competition effect; for infrequent users, due to their smaller semantic knowledge
base, there is less lexical competition, and this allowed the emergence of the facilitation
effect at the phonetic level. But what the authors were not able to tease apart was whether
the priming pattern (lack of canonical tone priming, limited surface tone priming) was
due to the non-local or non-structure-preserving aspect of the sandhi, as these properties
are conflated in the rightward tonal extension pattern in Shanghai. It is possible that nonstructure-preservation, by which a non-lexical tone occurs as the sandhi tone, leads to the
absence of canonical tone facilitation.
Taken together, these previous studies focused on how words undergoing different sandhi
rules are represented and processed in spoken word recognition. For local and structurepreserving tone sandhi, opacity plays a key role in the representation of sandhi words,
with phonologically transparent Mandarin and Tianjin tone 3 sandhi words ([+local,
+structure-preserving, +transparent]) being represented in the canonical form, and the
opaque Taiwanese 51 → 55 sandhi words ([+local, +structure-preserving, -transparent])
being represented mainly in the surface form. For a [–local, –structure-preserving,
+transparent] sandhi pattern like rightward tonal extension in Shanghai, sandhi words
are not represented in their canonical underlying forms, but whether this is due to the
non-local or non-structure-preserving property of the sandhi remains to be seen. In order
to tease apart the contribution of locality and structure-preservation to the representation
of tone sandhi words, the current study investigates the tonal reduction pattern in Phrasetype items in Shanghai ([+local, –structure-preserving, +transparent]). A comparison
between Mandarin tone 3 sandhi and the tonal reduction pattern in Phrase-type items
Shanghai will allow us to isolate the effect of structure-preservation on the representation
of tone sandhi words. In addition, comparing the rightward tonal extension sandhi in
Compound-type items with the tonal reduction sandhi in Phrase-type items in Shanghai will
allow us to better understand the effect of locality on the representation of tone sandhi
words.
1.3 Current study

Given that for V-N items in Shanghai, rightward tonal extension and tonal reduction can
apply variably in a lexically specific manner, the pattern provides us with an opportunity
to investigate the representation of words undergoing a variable tonal process, as well
as the effects of locality and structure-preservation on the processing of spoken words
undergoing tone sandhi. In this paper, we investigated the representation and processing
of these V-N items using an auditory-auditory priming lexical decision paradigm, with V-N
disyllables in tonal reduction form as the targets,5 preceded by a canonical tone prime, an
extension tone prime, a reduction surface tone prime, and an unrelated tone prime. The
canonical tone prime had the same tone as the first syllable in citation form. The tonalextension tone prime shared the same tone with the first syllable of the tonal extension
form. The reduction surface tone prime shared the same tone with the first syllable of the
tonal reduction form. The unrelated tone prime was not related in any way to the first
5

The speaker of the current study produced all V-N items in the experiment in tonal reduction form during
the recording. See more details in Section 2.2.
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syllable of targets in tone. All primes shared the same segments with the first syllable of
the target. Based on the [+local, –structure-preserving, +transparent] properties of tonal
reduction in Shanghai as well as the variation between tonal reduction and rightward
tonal extension for V-N items, various predictions can be made, and the corroborations of
these predictions have different theoretical implications.
First, given that Shanghai tonal reduction only differs from Mandarin tone 3 sandhi
in structure preservation, if it elicits a similar priming effect to Mandarin, i.e., if the
canonical tone prime, but not the reduction surface tone prime, elicits shorter reaction
times during lexical decision, then it will suggest that structure preservation does not play
a significant role in the representation of tone sandhi words. As long as the tone sandhi
pattern is local and transparent, tone sandhi words are represented in the canonical form
regardless of whether the sandhi is structure-preserving or not. This will in turn allow
us to tease apart the effects of locality and structure preservation in Shanghai M-N tonal
extension (Yan et al., 2020) and provide evidence that the surface priming effect found
in Shanghai M-N tonal extension words with infrequent users was due to locality, not to
structure preservation. But if the reduction surface prime facilitates V-N recognition, then
it will indicate that non-structure-preservation leads to the surface priming, and that the
surface priming effect observed in Shanghai tonal extension sandhi in M-Ns for infrequent
users may have been caused by the feature of non-structure-preservation.
Second, given that variation between tonal reduction and rightward tonal extension for
V-N items has been reported (Xu et al., 1981), and that both tonal reduction and tonal
extension forms in V-Ns were acceptable by native speakers (Yan, 2018), according to
the hybrid model of lexical representation proposed by Connine and Pinnow (2006) and
Ranbom and Connine (2007), both variant forms may be stored. Based on Yan et al.’s
(2020) finding, we expect the extension form to be represented in its surface form; the
reduction form is hypothesized to be represented in its canonical form (if non-structurepreservation does not influence the canonical representation). These will lead to the
hypotheses that both the extension prime and the canonical prime will elicit facilitative
priming effects.
Third, based on Yan’s (2018) finding that the frequency of V-N items influences Shanghai
speakers’ preference for sandhi application, in that less frequent ones are more likely to
undergo tonal extension, as well as the relevance of frequency in the representation of
variable segmental processes (e.g., Connine, 2004; Connine & Pinnow, 2006; Deelman
& Connie, 2001; Ranbom & Connine, 2007), we also predict that the priming effect may
be modulated by the familiarity rating and sandhi preference rating of the V-N items,
in that the canonical primes may facilitate the recognition of more frequent V-N items
that are more likely to have tonal reduction, while the extension tone prime may have a
facilitation effect for less frequent V-N items that tend to undergo tonal extension.

2 Methodology

An auditory lexical decision experiment with auditory priming was conducted with
monosyllabic primes and disyllabic Shanghai V-N targets that may undergo either
rightward tonal extension or tonal reduction.
2.1 Participants

Forty native speakers of Shanghai (33 females, 7 males) participated in the experiment.
Thirty-nine of them were born and raised in urban districts of Shanghai. The remaining
one was born in a suburban area of Shanghai, but lived in the Shanghai urban area since
the age of 12. She also had a native Shanghai-speaking parent, and spoke Shanghai at
home as a child. Participants ranged from 41 to 65 years old, with an average age of 54,
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and they all lived in Shanghai at the time of the experiment. According to self-reports, on
average, the participants in the current experiment use Shanghai 71% of the time in their
daily lives.
Three of them (2 females and 1 male) were excluded from the analysis because they
claimed that they did not fully understand the task of the priming experiment afterwards.
All participants were paid 50 RMB (about 8 USD) for their participation.
2.2 Stimuli

Twenty disyllabic V-N items were selected from the Shanghai Dialect Dictionary (Li, Xu,
& Tao, 1997) as critical targets (see Appendix A). Tone 24 was chosen as the canonical
tone of the first syllable to limit the number of level tone primes in the experiment. The
second syllable was always tone 13 underlyingly to avoid any influence from repeating
the unrelated tone prime. For the 24 + 13 targets, the canonical tone prime was tone
24, the extension tone prime was tone 33, the surface tone prime was tone 44, and the
unrelated one was 53. Examples of four prime types for critical targets in different tonal
combinations are listed in Table 3.
All stimuli were recorded by a 36-year-old female native speaker in a quiet room in
downtown Shanghai, using a TASCAM DR-100MKIII recorder and an Electro-Voice 767
microphone with a 22,050 Hz sampling rate. Given the variable sandhi pattern of V-N,
the speaker was asked to produce the disyllables as naturally and comfortably as possible.
She used the tonal reduction form for all V-N critical targets, which was consistent with
Yan’s (2018) finding that Shanghai speakers preferred to apply tonal reduction for V-N
items. Additionally, in an earlier pilot study, we found that when listeners heard the
rightward tonal extension form of V-N targets, they tended to judge them as nonwords
(53%). Hence, the tonal reduction form was used for all the V-N targets in the current
study. Due to the nature of the extension sandhi and reduction patterns, the extension
and surface tone prime do not exist in Shanghai real monosyllables, but the other two
types of monosyllabic primes are both real Shanghai words. The canonical primes, control
primes, and target stimuli were recorded first. To get the non-existing monosyllabic tone
primes (extension and surface primes), the speaker was asked to produce all targets with
slow and medium speaking rates in both the extension and reduction sandhi forms, and
the extension and surface primes were selected from the first syllables cut out from these
disyllabic sandhi forms so that their durations matched the durations of the canonical
and control primes as much as possible. With the relatively slow speaking rates of the
disyllabic sandhi forms, we were able to achieve a close match between the durations of
extension and surface primes and those of the canonical and control primes recorded in
isolation. None of the stimuli, including primes and targets, was further manipulated.
The average duration of the primes was 454 ms, and the average duration of the targets
was 667 ms. A one-way ANOVA showed that the duration of primes was not regulated by
prime types (F (3) = 0.95, p = 0.42). An acoustic analysis was also conducted in Praat
Table 3: Examples of the four prime types for a sandhi target.
24 + 13 → 44 + 13 (tonal reduction) or 33 + 44 (tonal extension)
Prime Type

Target

Canonical Prime

[kɔ24] ‘to teach’

Extension Prime

[kɔ33]

[kɔ44 zɑ̃ 13] /kɔ24 zɑ̃ 13/

Surface Prime

[kɔ44]

‘to complain about someone’

Control Prime

[kɔ53] ‘tall’
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(Boersma & Weenink, 2020) to compare the tones of the canonical prime, the extension
prime, the surface prime, and the first syllable of the targets. An F0 measurement was
taken at every 10% of the duration for the monosyllabic primes and the first syllable of
the targets using ProsodyPro (Xu, 2013). Based on visual inspection of the comparison,
the F0 curves of the canonical and extension primes were acoustically quite different from
those of the targets’ first syllables, while the F0 curves of the surface primes, which were
taken from slower readings of the tonal reduction forms, had substantial overlap with
those of the targets’ first syllables. The average F0 curves across all critical prime and
target syllables are plotted in Figure 1 using the R package ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016).
In addition to the twenty critical V-N targets, twenty M-Ns and twenty V-Ns were
included as fillers to mask the purpose of the experiment, as shown in Table 4. The
speaker was asked to produce the disyllables as naturally and comfortably as possible.
Among the twenty filler V-Ns, she used the tonal reduction form for eighteen items, and
the tonal extension form for two of them. All twenty filler M-N items were produced with
the rightward tonal extension sandhi. For the forty fillers, twenty of which were M-Ns
and twenty were V-Ns, fifteen were primed by an extension tone with the same syllable
(seven M-Ns and eight V-Ns), five were primed by a canonical tone with the same syllable

Figure 1: F0 data for the tones of the canonical prime, the extension prime, the surface prime,
and the targets’ first syllables. The dotted line represents the average F0 curve for the
canonical primes, the dashed line represents the average F0 curve for the extension primes,
the dotdashed line represents the average F0 curve for the surface primes, and the solid line
represents the average F0 curve for the tones of the first syllables of the targets with the tonal
reduction form. Shadows indicate the 95% confidence interval of the F0 data.
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Table 4: Tonal combinations involved in critical, filler words, and nonwords.
Tonal combination

V-N

M-N

Nonwords

Tone 53 + tone 24

10 (filler)

10 (filler)

20

Tone 13 + tone 53

10 (filler)

10 (filler)

20

Tone 24 + tone 13

20 (critical)

20

(three M-Ns and two V-Ns), and twenty were primed by an unrelated tone with a different
syllable (ten M-Ns and ten V-Ns). Sixty nonword targets were also included, with twenty
in each of the three tonal combinations. The distributions of canonical, extension, surface,
and unrelated primes for the nonwords were the same as those used in real words. The
number of tones were balanced across critical targets, filler words, and nonwords. A full
list of filler words and nonwords is given in Appendix B.
2.3 Procedures

The experiment was implemented in Paradigm (Tagliaferri, 2015), and all instructions
were presented in Shanghai Wu. Twelve randomized practice trials were presented
first before the 120 randomized main trials. The 20 critical V-N targets were presented
in a Latin Square design such that each participant only heard each critical V-N once,
preceded by one of the corresponding primes (canonical, extension, surface, or control).
All participants heard the same filler words and nonwords.
Participants wore a pair of SONY headphones during the experiment. In each trial,
participants first heard a monosyllabic prime. After 250 milliseconds (ms), they heard a
disyllabic target, and then they needed to judge whether it was a real Shanghai word or
not as quickly and accurately as possible by clicking the mouse (left button for ‘real word,’
right button for ‘nonword’). There was a 3000-ms interval between trials.
Without a Shanghai spoken-word frequency corpus, we conducted an auditory familiarity
rating task after the priming experiment with the same participants to obtain the subjective
familiarity of the sandhi targets. All participants rated the stimuli in a random order in
Paradigm (Tagliaferri, 2015), with a response scale ranging from 0 ‘this word is rarely
used’ to 3 ‘this word is often used.’ The rating was averaged across different participants
to get the average familiarity rating for each target. The justification of using subjective
frequency ratings to estimate frequency comes from Balota, Pilotti, and Cortese (2001),
who collected subject frequency ratings for 2,938 monosyllabic English words from
different groups of adult English speakers with varying ages and educational backgrounds
and showed that there was a tight correlation between subjective estimates and objective
log frequency estimates (Kučera & Francis, 1967; Baayen, Pipenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995).
Therefore, instead of using a Mandarin corpus, whose word frequencies are most likely
different from those of Shanghai, to estimate Shanghai word frequency, subjective ratings
were collected to serve as an estimate for the relative frequency of exposure to a lexical
item in the dialect. Since Shanghai shares the same writing system with Mandarin, to
avoid the influence of Mandarin, the participants only heard the stimuli during the rating
task.
After the priming and familiarity rating experiments, the participants were asked to do a
sandhi goodness rating task (Yan, 2018), in which they rated the two variant sandhi forms
of each V-N critical target (tonal extension form and tonal reduction form). Participants
first saw a word on the screen and two speaker icons. They needed to click on the speaker
icon on the top first to listen to the first pronunciation, and then consider if they say this
word, how likely they would say it as the recording they just heard, with a response scale
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ranging from 0 ‘I never say it in this way’ to 3 ‘I always say it in this way.’ They were
then asked to click on the bottom speaker icon to listen to the second pronunciation, and
similarly give a rating for this pronunciation according to their preference. The order of
the two sandhi forms was counterbalanced. That is to say, for half of the V-Ns, participants
heard the tonal extension form first, and for the other half, the tonal reduction form first.
The rating for the reduction form was then subtracted from the rating for the extension
form for each subject. This rating difference was averaged across different participants to
get the average sandhi preference for each target. The scale of this measure ranged from
–3 to 3, with a positive value indicating a preference for tonal extension, and a negative
value a preference for tonal reduction.
In addition, to get a clearer picture of these speakers’ knowledge of monosyllabic tones,
after the three tasks, participants were asked to produce the first syllable of the twenty
critical items in isolation (twenty tone 24 monosyllables), as well as that of the twenty
monosyllabic fillers (ten tone 53 and ten tone 13 monosyllables), in a random order. The
monosyllables were presented one by one in PowerPoint. Recordings were made by a
TASCAM DR-100MKIII recorder using an Electro-Voice 767 microphone with a sampling
rate of 22,500 Hz. The monosyllabic production data were then classified by the first
author, a phonetically-trained Shanghai speaker, into ‘Correct’ and ‘Incorrect.’ If either
the segment or the tone was produced unexpectedly,6 it was classified as ‘Incorrect.’ The
whole experiment took about 30 minutes.

3 Results

The reaction times and errors from the lexical decision task were examined. The
overall accuracy rate for the critical V-N stimuli was 89% (658/740 trials, 20 critical
items per participant * 37 participants). For the reaction time analyses on the critical
stimuli, inaccurate responses (11%, 82/740 trials) as well as responses over two standard
deviations from the mean reaction time (2%, 18/740 trials) were excluded. There were
overlaps among these excluded items, and the final analysis was conducted on 640/740
trials.
To reduce the skewness of the raw data, reaction times were log-transformed, and then
modeled with a series of Linear Mixed-Effects models with participant and item as random
effects, and prime (canonical, extension, surface, control), familiarity, sandhi preference
as fixed effects. The ratings of familiarity and sandhi preference for each item were
averaged across all participants. For the effect of prime, the control prime was selected as
the baseline to which canonical, extension, and surface primes were compared.
Nine models (A’, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H), including random-intercepts and by-subject
random slopes for prime, were run and compared using likelihood ratio tests to determine
the effects of prime, familiarity, sandhi preference, and their interactions, as shown in
Table 5. All analyses were performed using the lme4 package in R (Bates, Maechler, Bolker,
& Walker, 2014), and p values were estimated using the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova,
Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2016).
Table 5 shows that adding by-subject random slopes (Model A’) for prime did not
significantly improve the null model with only random intercepts (Model A). Another
seven random-intercepts-only models (B, C, D, E, F, G, and H) were run and compared
using likelihood ratio tests to determine the effects of the fixed variables. The optimal
model was chosen by removing interactions and factors that do not explain significant

6

‘Expected’ productions are productions in accordance with the Shanghai Dialect Dictionary (Li et al., 1997).
Productions with ‘expected’ tones but documented variant vowel forms were also considered as ‘expected.’
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Table 5: Reaction time likelihood ratio tests on fixed effects: model comparison.
Model

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

A’ (with random slopes)

Not applicable (N/A)

N/A

N/A

A

N/A

N/A

N/A

B

Prime

N/A

N/A

C

Prime

Familiarity

N/A

D

Prime

Familiarity

Prime: Familiarity

E

Prime

Familiarity

Sandhi preference

F

Prime

Familiarity

Prime: Sandhi preference

G

Prime

Familiarity

Familiarity: Sandhi preference

H

Prime

Familiarity

Prime: Familiarity: Sandhi preference

Model comparison

χ

df

p

A versus A’

5.237

9

0.813

B versus A

14.194

3

0.003**

C versus B

27.131

1

1.901e–07***

D versus C

3.709

3

0.295

E versus C

1.664

1

0.197

F versus C

4.498

4

0.343

G versus C

1.422

1

0.233

H versus C

5.330

4

0.255

2

amount of variance (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008). The best model was the one with
prime and familiarity, of which the parameter estimates are listed in Table 6.
As shown in Table 6, both of the canonical prime and the extension sandhi tone prime
elicited significantly faster logged reaction times for V-N recognition than the control
prime did, while the surface prime tone did not. These can also be observed in the form
of raw reaction time in Figure 2. Reaction time elicited by the extension and canonical
primes was shorter than that by the surface and control primes.
The coefficient for familiarity was –.090, showing that with the increase of 1 unit in
the familiarity rating, the logged reaction time decreased .090. It indicates that it took
listeners less time to recognize more familiar V-N targets, as we can see in Figure 3.
Finally, the lack of the prime and familiarity interaction suggests that both canonical
and extension primes facilitated V-N recognition regardless of familiarity rating, and the
degree of facilitation was not modulated by familiarity rating either.
To further compare the effects of different primes, we re-ran Model C, but used the
surface prime as the baseline. We did not find a significant difference between the
canonical and the surface prime (β = –.013, SE = .010, t = –1.289, p = .20), nor did
we find a difference between the control and the surface prime (β = .015, SE = .010, t
= 1.489, p = .14), but there was a marginal difference in logged reaction times elicited
by the extension and the surface prime (β = –.020, SE = .010, t = –1.958, p = .051).
For the accuracy analysis, we conducted a set of logit mixed-effects models on accuracy
with participant and item as random effects, and prime (canonical, extension, surface,
control) and familiarity as fixed effects. The outliers were excluded, but both correct
and incorrect response were included. The control prime was used as the baseline to
which the canonical, extension, and surface primes were compared. Likelihood ratio tests
were conducted to evaluate the effects of prime, familiarity, sandhi preference, and their
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Table 6: Fixed effect estimates (top) and variance estimates (bottom) for model results of logged
reaction times in Shanghai disyllabic V-N.
Fixed effect

Coefficient

(Intercept)

SE of estimate

t

p

3.311

0.029

112.466

<2e–16***

Prime-Canonical

–0.028

0.010

–2.797

0.005**

Prime-Extension

–0.035

0.011

–3.489

0.001**

Prime-Surface

–0.015

0.010

–1.489

0.137

Familiarity

–0.090

0.012

–7.495

Random Effects

2.56e–07**

s2

Residual

0.008

participant (intercept)

0.003

item (intercept)

0.001

. p ≤ 0.1 * p ≤ 0.05 ** p ≤ 0.01 *** p ≤ 0.001.

Figure 2: Reaction times for the four prime types presented as violin plots and boxplots. The
boxplots indicate the mean ± standard deviation, sorted by mean value (ascending order). The
outlines of the violin plot show the kernel probability density, i.e., the width of the shaded area
represents the probability of distribution of the data points.
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Figure 3: Reaction time elicited by the canonical, extension, surface, and control prime as a
function of familiarity for Shanghai V-N items (each point represents a target word primed by
a certain type of primes, which was differentiated by symbols).

interactions. As shown in Table 7, adding by-subject random slopes for prime (Model A’)
did not significantly improve the random-intercepts-only null model (Model A). Another
seven random-intercepts-only models (B, C, D, E, F, G, and H) were run and compared
using likelihood ratio tests to identify the optimal mixed-effects model and to determine
the effects of the fixed variables. The results of the best model, Model C, showed that more
familiar targets had higher accuracy than less familiar ones (z (715) = 6.004, p < .001),
but the accuracy was not regulated by prime types or sandhi preference; see Table 8.
In all of the analyses above, sandhi preference did not influence the reaction time or
accuracy of V-N recognition. To further examine its effect, a regression test was run
between familiarity rating and sandhi preference of each participant on each item, and
there was a marginal correlation between these two (t (638) = –1.916, p = .056). There
was also a negative correlation between these two factors when they were averaged
across the participants by item (t (638) = –6.315, p < .001), suggesting that the more
familiar the item was, the lower the sandhi preference value it had, i.e., it had a stronger
preference towards tone reduction. This finding replicates the finding in Yan (2018) that
Shanghai speakers preferred the tonal reduction form for more familiar V-Ns.
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Table 7: Accuracy likelihood ratio tests on fixed effects: model comparison.
Model

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

A’ (with random slopes)

Not applicable (N/A)

N/A

N/A

A

N/A

N/A

N/A

B

Prime

N/A

N/A

C

Prime

Familiarity

N/A

D

Prime

Familiarity

Prime: Familiarity

E

Prime

Familiarity

Sandhi preference

F

Prime

Familiarity

Prime: Sandhi preference

G

Prime

Familiarity

Familiarity: Sandhi preference

H

Prime

Familiarity

Prime: Familiarity: Sandhi preference

Model comparison

χ

Df

p

A versus A’

4.561

9

0.871

B versus A

3.934

3

0.269

C versus B

23.168

1

1.484e–06***

D versus C

2.845

3

0.416

E versus C

0.058

1

0.810

F versus C

2.617

4

0.624

G versus C

0.076

1

0.783

H versus C

1.786

4

0.775

2

Table 8: Fixed effect estimates (top) and variance estimates (bottom) for model results of accuracy
in Shanghai disyllabic V-N.
Fixed effect

Coefficient

SE of estimate

z

p

(Intercept)

–1.379

0.742

–1.858

0.063

Prime-Canonical

–0.135

0.414

–0.327

0.743

Prime-Extension

0.279

0.433

0.643

0.520

–0.522

0.405

–1.289

0.197

2.307

0.384

6.004

1.93e–09***

Prime-Surface
Familiarity
Random Effects

s2

participant (intercept)

0.208

item (intercept)

0.686

. p ≤ 0.1 * p ≤ 0.05 ** p ≤ 0.01 *** p ≤ 0.001.

Finally, the production study of the monosyllables showed that the participants were
highly familiar with the canonical tone of the monosyllabic morphemes: The average
accuracy rate of their production was 94% for all items (SD = 7%), and 92% for the
critical targets (SD = 13%).

4 Discussion

Using an auditory priming method whereby participants heard monosyllabic primes
followed by disyllabic targets for which they had to conduct lexical decision, the present
study investigated how native Shanghai Wu speakers represent and process V-N disyllables
that have variant sandhi forms (tonal extension and tonal reduction). The results showed
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that overall, both the canonical prime and the extension prime facilitated the recognition
of V-N targets, but the surface prime did not have a facilitation effect. In addition, more
familiar V-N targets were recognized more quickly than less familiar ones, but there was
no interaction between prime type and familiarity, or between prime type and sandhi
preference. The facilitation of both the canonical and extension primes is likely due to the
tone sandhi variation of V-N items, suggesting that both canonical and extension forms
are represented in the lexicon. These results have the following implications.
First, the current results help us further understand the effects of locality and structure
preservation on the representation and processing of tone sandhi words. Although Shanghai
V-N reduction differs from Mandarin tone 3 sandhi with regard to structure preservation,
the canonical tone primes elicited faster reaction times for word recognition in both of
the sandhi patterns (cf. Chien et al., 2016), suggesting that non-structure-preservation
does not in and of itself lead to a facilitation effect from the surface form and therefore
has little influence on tone sandhi word representation. Relatedly, this also supports
Yan et al.’s (2020) contention that the surface facilitative effect found in the Shanghai
rightward tonal extension sandhi of M-Ns was due to non-local tonal spreading, not the
non-structure-preserving property of the tonal extension sandhi, as the non-structurepreserving and local Shanghai reduction sandhi did not yield a surface facilitative effect.
Second, the current study found that both canonical and extension tone prime facilitated
the recognition of V-Ns in tonal reduction form (the preferred form). This supports the
prediction of the hybrid model of lexical representation (e.g., Connine & Pinnow, 2006;
Mitterer, Chen, & Zhou, 2011; Ranbom & Connine, 2007), which states that multiple
phonological variant forms of a given word may be stored in the lexical representation.
The fact that we observed an extension tone priming effect in V-N even though the current
study used frequent Shanghai users, while Yan et al. (2020) only observed extension tone
priming in M-N for infrequent uses, requires further comments. Yan et al.’s (2020) account
for the lack of extension tone priming effect for frequent users of Shanghai was that the
facilitative effect from the phonological overlap between the prime and the first syllable
of the target could be canceled out by lexical competition that resulted from the multiple
word candidates activated by the prime on the lexical level, and this lexical competition
was particularly strong for frequent Shanghai users, who had a large semantic knowledge
base. We contend that the extension tone prime played a different role in V-N than in
M-N. For M-N, the extension tone prime was the surface tone of the first syllable of the
extension sandhi form, and it may activate a number of disyllabic words with the same
initial syllable and the same sandhi melody, causing lexical competition; but for V-N, the
extension tone prime was the tone of the first syllable of a dispreferred variable sandhi
pattern (Yan, 2018) that the participants did not hear in the disyllabic targets. When
hearing the extension tone prime, lexical candidates with the extension sandhi form may
be activated, including the one used as the target in its dispreferred extension sandhi form;
however, this particular lexical candidate was presented in its preferred tonal reduction
form as the target to the participants. The surface discrepancy between the target (tonal
reduction form) and the previously activated lexical competitors (extension form) may
have resulted in reduced lexical competition. This allowed the facilitative effect of the
extension tone to emerge even for frequent users of Shanghai.
Third, although the current study replicated Yan’s (2018) finding that Shanghai speakers
preferred the tonal reduction variant more for more familiar V-N items, we did not find
an interaction between prime type and familiarity rating. Compared to the control prime,
both the canonical prime and the extension prime facilitated the recognition of V-N targets
regardless of familiarity ratings. The sandhi preference ratings also had no direct bearing
on the recognition of the targets. There are two possible interpretations for the lack of
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prime type and familiarity interaction. One is that, although the effect of familiarity on
sandhi preference is significant in both the current study and Yan (2018), there is overall
a very strong preference for tonal reduction for V-N items. This is indicated by the fact
that all V-N test items were pronounced with tonal reduction by the native speaker who
provided the auditory stimuli. Therefore, although the listeners were aware of the tonal
extension sandhi form as a possible variant, the effect of item familiarity (proxy for item
frequency) on the frequencies of the variants might be very small, leading to the lack
of interaction between prime type and familiarity. Another possibility is that the lexical
representation of words with variable pronunciations is not sensitive to the frequencies
of the variants. The fact that the tonal reduction variant is the strongly preferred, and
therefore most likely more frequent variant than the tonal extension variant for V-N
items, yet they elicited similar facilitative priming for V-N items, provides further support
for this possibility. If so, then the finding here is consistent with that of Sumner and
Samuel (2005), who showed that for English final-/t/ variation, all regular variant forms
were equally effective in facilitating immediate processing regardless of their frequency.
This casts doubts on exemplar-based models. The support of the current study on the
hybrid model of lexical representation (e.g., Connine, 2004; Connine & Pinnow, 2006;
Deelman & Connie, 2001; Ranbom & Connine, 2007) is then only partial, as the frequency
modulation encoded in this type of models is not found in our study.
Finally, the current study showed the importance of underlying representations in spoken
word recognition for at least certain types of alternation. Together with the findings from
Chien et al. (2016, 2017) and Yan et al. (2020), we have provided evidence that words
undergoing a local and transparent phonological alternation are represented in their
underlying form regardless of whether the alternation is structure-preserving, and that
the listeners access this representation in spoken word recognition. This is consistent with
earlier works from priming that suggested that listeners can access abstract phonological
representations in processing when there is predictable alternation such as place or
voicing assimilation (e.g., Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1996; Gow, 2001, 2002; Lahiri,
Jongman, & Sereno, 1990; Luce et al., 2001). For instance, Gow (2001) showed that an
item that has undergone regressive place assimilation (e.g., gree[m] beans) primes the
unassimilated form in isolation (e.g., green). However, the lack of surface form priming
in the current study as well as in Chien et al. (2016) is inconsistent with findings from
Connine and colleagues and Sumner and Samuel (2005) that suggested that non-structurepreserving variants of phonemes (e.g., as the result of flapping or /t/-glottalization in
English) are part of the lexical representation. We propose that this difference may have
resulted from the different nature between phonological alternations that are morphosyntactically conditioned or impact entire morphemes, such as Shanghai tonal reduction
and Mandarin tone 3 sandhi, and speech-register conditioned reduction processes on the
word level. Take English flapping as an example. The alternation of an underlying /t/ or
/d/ to a flap occurs on one transient segment and has relatively little morphosyntactic
impact. Storing the surface form of the whole word could accelerate the speed of spoken
word recognition. For Shanghai tonal reduction in V-N items, on the other hand, the
alternation occurs on the phrasal domain with paradigmatic ramifications; moreover,
even though the reduction tone sandhi is non-structure-preserving, the process impacts
the whole syllable and hence the morpheme. The Mandarin tone 3 sandhi also impacts the
whole morpheme and creates multiple additional homophones to boot. For these types of
processes, if the surface form is also represented, it will likely have a more negative effect
on morphological parsing. This could be the reason that the surface form did not facilitate
the recognition of Shanghai V-N items, which undergo tonal reduction, nor did it yield
a facilitative effect for Mandarin tone 3 sandhi words (Chien et al., 2016). However, it
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is important to note that the surface forms are indeed activated when the task involves
production (Chen, Shen, & Schiller, 2011; Nixon et al., 2015; Politzer-Ahles & Zhang, in
press).

5 Conclusion

Disyllabic verb-noun (V-N) items in Shanghai Wu can variably undergo either a
rightward extension tone sandhi or tonal reduction on the first syllable. The current
study investigates how the phonological properties of these alternation processes as well
as the variation influence how Shanghai speakers represent and access such words. An
auditory-auditory priming lexical decision experiment on Shanghai V-N items, with the
targets preceded by monosyllabic primes with different tones, showed that primes with
the canonical tone and the tonal-extension tone of the first syllable of the targets elicited
facilitation, but surface tone primes did not. Moreover, although more familiar V-Ns were
recognized with shorter reaction time, the priming effect did not interact with speakers’
familiarity ratings or sandhi preference ratings of the targets. These data are consistent
with the interpretation that both the canonical and tonal-extension forms are represented
in Shanghai speakers’ mental lexicon due to tone sandhi variation, supporting a hybrid
model of lexical representation, but the representation does not seem to be modulated by
the frequencies of the variants. Also, together with findings from auditory priming studies
of other tone sandhi patterns, the current study suggests that the phonological properties
of an alternation, such as its locality and transparency, influence the representation of
words undergoing the alternation; but whether the alternation is structure-preserving
does not seem to impact the representation.
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